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2000 chefs, 2000 menus, 150 embassies on 5 continents…
1 dinner to celebrate French cuisine worldwide
www.goodfrance.com
France recreates this wonderful idea by involving
restaurants around the world.

Following the success of the first two editions of Goût de
France / Good France, it will be held again on
21 March 2017, with a view to making it an annual spring
event.

A total of 2,000 chefs on all five continents are expected
to join the event on the eve of spring. Dinners served
simultaneously in participating restaurants will honour the
merits of French cuisine, its capacity for innovation, and
its values: sharing, enjoying, and respecting the principles
of high-quality, environmentally responsible cuisine.

Goût de France / Good France, organized on the
initiative of Alain Ducasse and the French ministry of
Foreign affairs and international development, showcases
the French way of life, regional products, and France as a
tourist destination. Now more than ever, gastronomy is a
key part of France’s appeal to tourists.

In addition to the restaurant partners, a dinner will be
organised at Residence of France in Hong Kong on 21
March 2017. The French Michelin-starred Chef and
Master Chef of France (Maître Cuisinier de France)
Sébastien Sanjou from Le Relais des Moines will prepare
the dinner with his know-how and creativity.
All restaurant partners are presented on the
www.goodfrance.com website. All around the world,
anyone can find restaurant partners in their city or country.
Many chefs have already posted their menu on the Good
France website, to enable everyone to imagine the dinner
they will savour on 21 March.

Inspired by Auguste Escoffier, who launched the “Dîners
d’Épicure” (Epicurean Dinners) initiative in 1912 (the
same menu, on the same day, in several world cities, for
as many guests as possible), Goût de France / Good

Join us on 21 March 2017 in one of the 15 restaurant partners in Hong Kong and Macau to sample the menus
put together by the chefs and witness their expertise and creativity.
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GASTRONOMY AND TOURISM
As part of its global action, the French ministry of Foreign affairs and international development has made tourism a priority. Gastronomy is
a significant aspect of foreign trade and French tourism, as well as a considerable asset in terms of France’s attractiveness: one third of
foreign tourists mention food and wine as reasons for choosing to visit France. It is a central element of French culture and heritage, as
recognized by UNESCO, and also contributes to France’s influence, through its wealth and diversity.
As part of its efforts to promote tourism in France, the Ministry is taking action to showcase gastronomy, oenology, and the excellence,
innovation and diversity of French cuisine. The Goût de France / Good France event, which will promote a dynamic, open and innovative
form of French cuisine throughout the world on 21 March, is accompanied by many other measures to support gastronomy:

GOÛT DE FRANCE / GOOD FRANCE: A TASTE OF FRANCE
French tourism is a “national treasure”: it represents 7.5% of GDP
and some two million jobs that cannot be relocated. 83 million
tourists visited France in 2016.

LA LISTE
On 5 December 2016, the new ranking of the 1,000 best world
restaurants, La Liste, was unveiled. This new ranking, which
commended more than 100 French restaurants, confirmed once
more the key role of France and Paris in the world of gastronomy.

Today, French food is one of the main reasons that tourists give
for choosing France as a destination (one third of all trips) and it
plays a large part in France’s cultural influence worldwide.

MICHELIN GUIDE
During the 20th century, thanks to its serious and unique
approach, the Michelin Guides became best-sellers without
equals: the guide now rates over 40,000 establishments in over 24
territories across three continents, and more than 30 million
Michelin Guides have been sold worldwide since.

Goût de France / Good France will be an excellent occasion to
promote France as a tourist destination and to promote French
gastronomy around the world. It will take advantage of
international visibility, and aim to send the strong message to the
world, through dynamic and creative chefs.

Today, the remarkable foresight of the founding Michelin brothers
has given the company a vocation that is as relevant in 2016 as it
was in 1900 – namely, to make driving, tourism and the search for
unforgettable experiences available to all.
Gastronomy is an extraordinary ambassador of the French
tourism, and in this field, the Michelin Guide is a global benchmark.

WINE TOURISM
Wine tourism is a very important aspect of this link between
Gastronomy and Tourism. Therefore, in order to help receive a
great number of tourists who want to discover our vineyards, a
website was launched for the main tourist destinations and
vineyards. You can discover it at: http://www.visitfrenchwine.com
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RESTAURANT PARTNERS IN HONG KONG AND MACAU

AOC Eat & Drink

Address: G/F, 15 McGregor Street, Wanchai
Tel: 2479 6833
Website: www.wine-beast.com

.

B.A.M le garde manger

Inspired by his native Brittany, Chef Stéphane Guillas has created
for AOC Eat & Drink a menu of typical casual French dishes that
customers can enjoy with wines sold at the same price as at
Winebeast retail shop. With the casual atmosphere, you will find
yourself being transported to a charming café somewhere in
France.

Address: 6 Po Yan Street, Sheung Wan
Tel: 2803 0680
Website: https://www.facebook.com/bamlegardemanger/
BAM is a French concept store (delicatessen, bistro and wine bar)
located in 6 Po Yan Street, Sheung Wan. We offer a large choice
of French products : organic products (jam, juices, cider), bread,
pastry, cheese, milk, yogurt, butter, charcuterie, foie gras,
preserved food (duck meat, porc meat, atlantic ocean fish), and
also French wine (rosé, white, red).

To celebrate Goût de France / Good France 2017, Chef Stéphane
Guillas proposes a four-course tasting menu featuring delicious
casual French regional dishes at HKD398 without wine and at
HKD498 with wine pairing, offering a selection of superb wines
from the best French terroirs, as if you were dining in a typical
vineyard restaurant in France.

Brasserie on the Eighth

Chez Raymond de Paris

Address: Level 8, Conrad Hong Kong,
Pacific Place, 88 Queensway,
Hong Kong
Tel: 2822 8803
Website: http://www.conraddining.com/en/brasserie.html

Address: G/f, 183D, Po Tung Road, Sai Kung, N.T.
Tel: 6484 1400
Website: http://www.chezraymonddeparis.com/
Truly French traditional, Chez Raymond de Paris is offering a
variety of Classic French dishes through the year according to
seasons and inspiration: Tournedos Rossini, Challans Blood
Duck, Raclette and Fondue with cheeses from best French
mongers are few of what you will find on our menu! All paired with
wine from small independent wine makers.

Serving sophisticated and creative French dishes in a vibrant open
kitchen setting, Brasserie on the Eighth is the perfect venue for a
business lunch or a casual evening with friends over a glass of
wine. An extensive salad counter and dessert selection are also
available to spoil the food lovers.
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RESTAURANT PARTNERS IN HONG KONG AND MACAU

Epure

Fleur de Sel

Address: Shop 403, Level 4, Ocean Centre, Harbour
City,Tsim Sha Tsui, Hong Kong
Tel: 31858338
Website: http://www.epure.hk/

Address: Shop 2J, Po Foo Building, Foo Ming Street,
Causeway Bay
Tel: 28056678
Website: http://frenchcrepes.com.hk/fleur-de-sel/

ÉPURE offers light seasonal dishes crafted from ingredients
imported by air from France. Featuring an interior design by the
acclaimed international design firm Yabu Pushelberg and a
commitment to authenticity, ÉPURE takes guests on a
quintessentially French journey of luxurious epicurism with its
tasteful decor, meticulous presentation of dishes and attentive
service.

Fleur de Sel is opened by French Chef Gregory Alexandre who
has been in Hong Kong for 10 years. Gregory was the head chef
of the French Consulate in Hong Kong and has also worked at
Robuchon a Galera in Macau. With the passion for cooking and
especially in French cuisine, he opened Fleur de Sel to introduce
French cuisine to Hong Kong foodies, which is different from the
typical fine dining French cuisine people normally associate it. The
galettes and crêpes at Fleur de Sel are authentic and hearty,
allowing guests to enjoy a true taste of France.

La Table de Patrick

Address: 6/F Cheung Hing Commercial Building, 37-43
Cochrane Street Central, Hong Kong
Tel: 25411401
Website: http://www.chezpatrick.hk

La Cabane Wine Bistro

Address: 62, Hollywood Road, Central
Tel: 27766070
Website: http://lacabane.hk/

La Table de Patrick brings the best of French “Cuisine Bourgeoise”
– traditional, comforting and yet refined food – in a modern setting
where diners can see Patrick at work in his open kitchen. This
intimate restaurant is ideally located at the corner of Lyndhurst
Terrace and the Central Mid-Levels escalator.

Located on Hollywood Road, La Cabane Wine Bistro was
launched in 2012 to offer a modern take on French "Bistroterie"
paired with over 130 natural and biodynamic wines available by
the glass, carafe, bottles and large format. La Cabane runs regular
food events and imports its artisan cheese and cold cuts from
France, Spain and Italy.
The bistro is open every day from lunch to late at night and opens
at 5pm on Sunday. In September 2016, La Cabane Wine Bistro
was awarded Best Wine Bar 2016 by the Bar Award
(www.thebarawards.com); a fabulous achievement for Hong
Kong's small independent natural wine specialist.

Choose from Patrick’s all time signature dishes such as the Foie
Gras Trio, or try the team’s new variations on French favorites
such as scallops and lobster or duck confit and beef fillet. Our
menu changes regularly to surprise your taste buds with the best
seasonal ingredients… For the perfect business lunch, a gathering
with friends or simply to enjoy good French food in a cosy and
elegant atmosphere, Patrick offers hospitality at it’s finest, greeting
customers like old friends!
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RESTAURANT PARTNERS IN HONG KONG AND MACAU

Le Bistro Winebeast

Address: G/F & 1/F Tai Yip Building, 141 Thomson Road,
Wanchai
Tel: 2782 6689
Website:https://www.wine-beast.com/le-bistro

Otto Restaurant & Bar

Address: 16-17/F, L'hart, 487-489 Lockhart Road, Causeway
Bay
Tel: 2893 8617
Website: https://www.facebook.com/OttoRestaurantAndBar

Passionate Chef Johan Ducroquet’s creative menu of French
modern cuisine with wine pairing suggestions, changes every 8
weeks to offer gourmands a variety of delicious dishes.
At Le Bistro Winebeast, customers can drink any wine from the
adjoining Winebeast cellar, at retail price, as if they were drinking
at home.

Otto Restaurant and Bar is a modern and stylish restaurant in
Causeway Bay serving delicious French and Italian dishes. Topquality imported ingredients, well-trained traditional cooking
techniques,
spontaneous
inspiration,
delighted
presentation…people just love the food from appetizers through
dessert. Traditional French cuisine highlighted with the local chef's
local spirit, Otto Restaurant and Bar is a favorite of the members
of Commanderie des Cordons Bleus de France and Confrerie de
la chaine des Rotisseurs, as well as real food lovers.

To celebrate Goût de France / Good France 2017, Chef Johan
Ducroquet proposes a five-course tasting menu featuring the most
delicious dishes of France at HKD588 without wine and at HKD788
with wine pairing, offering a selection of premium wines from the
best French terroirs. We will make your visit an unforgettable
culinary experience!

Privé

Restaurant Akrame Hong Kong

Address: 6/F, Ponte 16 Macau , Rua dos Viscondes de Paco
de Arcos,Macau
Tel: +853 8861 7213
Website:

Address: 9B Ship Street, Wanchai
Tel: 2893 8617
Website: http://www.akrame.com.hk/

https://www.ponte16.com.mo/en/dining/dining/80-privefrench-restaurant-en

Restaurant Akrame Hong Kong opened in November 2013 and is
Akrame Benallal’s first restaurant outside France. Seating 30,
restaurant Akrame is a much loved Hong Kong culinary landmark
serving ‘haute couture’ cuisine, the same as his Michelin star
restaurant in Paris. The restaurant has quickly become the
restaurant of choice for adventurous epicureans, with a clean,
contemporary design, cosy atmosphere, personally conceived and
a tasting menu with fresh ingredients are selected with the greatest
care earning Chef Akrame his first Hong Kong Michelin star within
a year of opening in October 2014.

Upscale boutique French restaurant serving exceptional menus
include a variety of seasonal à la carte dishes which are enhanced
by a selection of tasting menus. Privé offers spectacular views of
the old city and the historic sites of Macau, with an intimate space
that allows for exceptional private dining. It opens 5 days a week
Tuesday through Saturday from 6pm to 10pm. Privé French
Restaurant can accommodate up to 24 guests.
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RESTAURANT PARTNERS IN HONG KONG AND MACAU

Restaurant Petrus

Rech by Alain Ducasse

Address: G/F, 9B Ship Street, Wanchai
Tel: 25285068
Website: http://akrame.com.hk/

Address: 18 Salisbury Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: 2313 2323
Website: https://hongkongic.intercontinental.com/dining/rech.php

Perched high above the city with breathtaking views of Victoria
Harbour, Restaurant Petrus revitalises the fine dining experience
with a refreshing interpretation of contemporary French cuisine.

Introducing the first international outpost of Paris’s most famous
seafood restaurant, Rech, founded in 1925 and reborn by Alain
Ducasse in 2007. An authentically French seafood experience,
Rech by Alain Ducasse showcases the finest seasonal fish and
oysters with the Chef’s personal interpretation and contemporary
cuisine.

Inspired by the unique cultural diversity of Hong Kong, Chef de
Cuisine Ricardo Chaneton is keen on marrying Asian elements
with a modern take on classic French fare. The result is a range of
culinary surprises that are perfectly complemented by wines from
one of the most extensive collections in Asia.

Rech at InterContinental Hong Kong is the first international
outpost. The menu is an invitation to dive into the big blue – with
inspired, passionate and creative dishes that change with the tides
and the seasons, adapting to what the sea has to offer. With the
freshest oysters and fish from France, seafood is the key
attraction, along with our hotel’s spectacular harbourviews and a
modern and relaxed seaside-inspired ambiance with décor by
Marie Deroudilhe, who revamped Rech Paris in 2012.

Also complementing the delightful cuisine is the elegant décor of
the main dining room, as well as the Alsace and Burgundy rooms,
which are available for intimate private parties.

Stan Café

Address: Shop 505, 5th floor ,Camel Road,Stanley
Tel: 23132256
Website: http://www.stancafe.hk/
Stan Café offer artisan-created food and wines to Hong Kong V
the work of true masters that champion quality at every step, using
their know-how to create culinary treasures. A wide selection of
cheese, bread, and wine are offered to clients.
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DINNER AT RESIDENCE OF FRANCE IN HONG KONG
21 March 2017
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MENU GOOD FRANCE

Collection de bleda-raba Philippe Auda
gingembre / colonnata / poire
Coquillages
variétés de choux fleurs / caviar Français
Œuf de poule fermier
mi-coques mi-brouillés aux truffes noires
Bar de ligne
braisé au champagne / racines / caviar Français
Chevreuil de chasse
filet rôti / courges / pamplemousse
Fromages
fermiers et affinés
Sphère choco-or
opalys / crumble / framboises
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CHEF AT RESIDENCE OF FRANCE FOR THIS SPECIAL DINNER

Sébastien Sanjou
Restaurant le Relais des Moines
Châteaux et Hôtels Collection

Maître Cuisinier de France (Master Chef of France)
Hailing from a family of restaurateurs, Chef Sébastien Sanjou was just 20 years old when he decided to open his own restaurant
in 2002. He notched up his first Michelin star at the age of 31 in 2013, and in March 2014, received the highest of accolades when
he was admitted to the Maître Cuisinier de France (Master Chef of France) association, whose chefs are often given the highest
classification in restaurant guides.
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PARTNERS

Heather & March is one of the most reputable and authentic
French art of living ambassadors. As a specialist in high-end
French and European homeware, it has been credibly endorsed
by top French authorities and selected by Louis Vuitton City Guide
as one of the most desirable shopping destinations in Hong Kong.
Heather & March has been bringing exquisite products, as well as
sharing graceful living concepts, know-how, and hosting lifestyle
and gastronomic workshops in Hong Kong for more than 17 years.
It is the exclusive agent of many world-renowned French
tableware, silverware, and interior brands including Ercuis &
Raynaud, Gien, Cristallerie de Montbronn, Noël, Odiot, Le
Jacquard Français, Charles, Moissonnier and others. Heather &
March is very proud to participant in Goût de France, sponsoring
its signature tableware brands and revealing significant historical
and modern tableware pieces with superior craftsmanship.

The concept of Burgundy Wine Company Ltd is to bring to Hong
Kong top quality Burgundy wines. It covers the entire Burgundy
region, from Chablis to Beaujolais through Côte de Nuits, Côte de
Beaune, Côte Châlonnaise and Mâconnais.
Romain Comte, its director, represents these 20 estates plus his
own family winery: La Truffière, based in Puligny-Montrachet. On
top of that, as a former French teacher, Romain Comte also
proposes educational tastings, dinners and workshops for people
who want to discover the world of Burgundy wine or to know more
about it.

Founded in 1812 Laurent-Perrier has been avant-garde in
creating unique and elegant Champagnes for nearly 200 years
making it one of the world's most esteemed Champagne brands
and also the largest family-owned brand.

Lillet is a refreshing aperitif with a smooth, fruity taste. The Lillet
range is comprised of the three white, red and rosé classics: Lillet
Blanc, Lillet Rouge and Lillet Rosé, and three premium reserves:
Réserve Jean de Lillet Blanc, Réserve Jean de Lillet Rouge and
the Magnum Réserve Jean de Lillet Blanc Cuvée 1996. Elegant
and French, Lillet is fresh and delightful.

For every occasion and every meal there is a Laurent-Perrier
Champagne to be enjoyed. Careful grape selection and
painstaking attention to all stages of the winemaking and
maturation processes ensure an exceptional bottle every time.
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PARTNERS

The oldest of the great Cognac houses. 300 years of passion and
precision passed down through the Martell family. From
generation to generation, a celebration of French Art de Vivre,
treasuring the beauty and pleasure of every moment. A rich history
honouring craft and taste, with Martell cognacs enjoyed and
cherished for three centuries - from regal coronations to Hollywood
films, intrepid polar expeditions to royal weddings, and far beyond.

Novotel Century Hong Kong, one of the city’s most iconic hotel
launches its freshly refurbished 508 rooms in 2017. It’s an
international 4-star hotel in Wan Chai area to offer the all-round
fitness facilities, outdoor swimming pool and meeting facilities
accommodating up to 300 delegates. It’s closely connected to the
Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre and nearest metro
station with around 8 minutes walking distance. The premier
lounge located on the top floor offers complimentary breakfast,
afternoon tea and evening cocktails to the guest staying in
executive floors.

Conveniently located on Nathan Road, the Novotel Hong Kong
Nathan Road Kowloon is just 2 minutes walking distance from
Jordan MTR station, while the famous Temple Street Night Market
and the Jade Market are both within easy reach. The hotel features
389 rooms and suites, an all-day dining restaurant serving
International cuisines and buffets, a bar with live music
entertainment and the executive lounge on the top floor provides
a cozy environment for the most discerning guests.

STAUB originates from France, or more precisely, from Alsace, a
French region famous worldwide for its culinary tradition and good
food. STAUB specialises in cast iron and ceramic cookware for
home cooks and professionals alike, who are looking for an
authentic and emotional cooking and taste experience.
STAUB products perfectly combine traditional craftsmanship with
state-of-the-art technology. Famous restaurateurs from all over
the world value the high quality of STAUB cookware. This is why
STAUB is not only used in the kitchen of prestigious restaurants,
but also finds a home in the domestic kitchen as amateur chefs
and home cooks prepare, cook and serve at the dining table with
STAUB.
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PARTNERS

Created by a pastry chef for pastry chefs, Valrhona is a French
chocolate-maker that has supplied great chocolate to gastronomic
professionals around the world since 1922. The best chefs and
artisans trust Valrhona for its wide aromatic range which is
constantly enriched with innovations. 30 years ago, Valrhona
invented Guanaja 70%, the world’s bitterest chocolate. Since then,
it has been a great embodiment of our expertise in assembling
flavours. Every day, Guanaja continues to inspire creations limited
only by imagination.
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